Abstract. Given the spectrum of a Hamiltonian, a methodology is developed which employs the LandauGinsburg theory for characterizing phase transitions in infinite systems to identify phase transition remnants in finite fermion systems. As a first application of our appproach we discuss pairing in finite nuclei. Recently, it has been pointed out that empirical evidence exists for a pairing phase transition to occur in symmetric nuclear matter at normal nuclear densities at T c ≈ 8 MeV [1, 2]. Here the energy density and the specific heat have been obtained from a finite-temperature extension of the semi-empirical mass formula [3]. A Landau-Ginzburg treatment of this transition together with a simple pairing calculation strongly suggests that its origin is due to the existence of a paired superconducting phase at temperatures below 0.8 MeV [4]. This result is not surprising as finite-temperature BCS calculations in nuclear and neutron matter have suggested that such a phase should exist [5][6][7][8][9][10][11][12][13][14][15][16].
Recently, it has been pointed out that empirical evidence exists for a pairing phase transition to occur in symmetric nuclear matter at normal nuclear densities at T c ≈ 8 MeV [1, 2] . Here the energy density and the specific heat have been obtained from a finite-temperature extension of the semi-empirical mass formula [3] . A Landau-Ginzburg treatment of this transition together with a simple pairing calculation strongly suggests that its origin is due to the existence of a paired superconducting phase at temperatures below 0.8 MeV [4] . This result is not surprising as finite-temperature BCS calculations in nuclear and neutron matter have suggested that such a phase should exist [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
One of the intriguing questions that arises is whether or not a remnant of this phase transition survives in finite nuclei. Clearly, a universal feature of finite nuclei is a significant change in the density of states at excitation energies of 10 MeV or less [17] . At lower excitation energies the spectrum of most nuclei is sparse and dominated by a relatively small number of collective states. With increasing excitation energy, the independent particle degrees of freedom dominate and the density of states grows exponentially. As the mass number increases, the low-lying collective portion of the energy spectrum becomes more compressed and an abrupt change in the many-particle density of states occurs at lower excitation energies. It has, therefore, been suggested that a collective-to-non-collective phase transition occurs in finite nuclei [18] . Strictly speaking it is incorrect to speak of phase transitions in finite systems. No one can deny, however, that transitions bea e-mail: hmiller@maple.up.ac.za tween different regimes do take place in these systems, and that they are more or less abrupt. (A similar situation is known in biophysics. The helix-coil transition in certain biological molecules in solution occurs with temperature width around 5 degrees [19, 20] .) This issue, particularly in deformed systems, has been clouded by the fact that finite-temperature mean-field calculations have suggested that this phase transition is simply due to a drastic change of shape [21] . The deformed-to-spherical shape transition seen in these calculations is not seen in exact canonical calculations [22] [23] [24] [25] and may be an artifact of the finitetemperature mean-field approximation and also depends on the volume of the system [26, 27] . In spite of the fact that the canonical partition function above the critical temperature is dominated by the single-particle degrees of freedom, a few collective states still contribute and are extremely important in the calculation of shape-dependent parameters. Recent calculations of the ensemble average of the quadrupole moment squared
indicate that it is discontinuous in the finite-temperature meanfield approximation, while no discontinuity is observed in the canonical calculations [28] . In both cases this quantity does not appear to vanish at the critical temperature. It should also be noted, however, that when thermal fluctuations in the shape-dependent order parameters are taken into account, either by macroscopic or microscopic procedures, reasonable agreement with the exact canonical calculations [22] is obtained. With increasing temperature, however, it is expected that these collective degrees of freedom will eventually completely dissolve, presumably below the critical temperature of the liquid-to-gas phase transition.
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The European Physical Journal A However, it should be noted that model studies in a SU (2) × SU (2) system show that, in the thermodynamic limit, this system exhibits a singularity in the specific-heat characteristic of a true phase transition [29, 30] . Furthermore, the remnant of this singularity remains in the form of a peak in finite sytems of this type. The presence of this peak has been used to map out the phase structure in such a model [31] .
In spite of the fact that in many microscopic variational calculations (see, for example, [32]) pairing transitions appear to take place, they are difficult to identify in exact shell model calculations [33] . Recent advances in the shell model Monte Carlo method [34, 35] have led to new techniques for calculating the specific heat in large model spaces [36] which exhibit a strong suppression of the effects seen in the finite-temperature BCS results. This is due to the large fluctuations present in finite systems which are not accounted for in mean-field approaches. Extensions, which can be used at higher temperatures and have been applied in the iron region [37], appear to be able to identify a structure in the specific heat which is consistent with the remnant of a pairing phase transition while qualitatively reproducing the observed higher-temperature behaviour [38, 39] .
We propose in the present work to identify the existence of a pairing transition empirically in finite nuclei in the following manner. In the Canonical Ensemble the partition function for a nucleus of mass A is given by
where β = 1 T , g i = 2j i + 1 is the spin degeneracy factor, E i the energy of the i-th state of the nucleus and g A,Z (E) its level density with
where A is the mass number and S is the spin energy. Given experiment information about the bound states of a nucleus and an experimental fit to its continuum level density, the partition function of a nucleus can be determined empirically From Z it is easy to determine as a function of T the excitation energy
and the specific heat
A second-order phase transition such as a pairing phase transition in an infinite system should lead to a discontinuity in C V at T c . Clearly, such behaviour is not possible in finite sytems. Only a remnant remains in the form of peaked structure in the specific heat. In order to ascertain whether this structure is consistent with a pairing phase transition we make use of Landau-Ginzburg theory to demonstrate that a description of the condensed or paired phase close to the critical temperature, T c , from information in the normal or uncondensed phase obtained from experimental data can be accomplished. The magnitude of the remnant of this discontinuity in C V is compared with a simple analytical calculation for a pairing phase transition [4] corrected for finite-size effects [40] . Landau and Ginzburg have provided a simple theory of phase transitions which approximates the free energy in the region around T c and is most useful in analyzing the thermodynamics in this region. In particular, using only knowledge about the uncondensed phase, one is able to make predictions about quantities in the condensed phase, such as specific heat, magnetic susceptibility and compressibility. Moreover, Landau-Ginzburg theory can be derived from microscopic considerations [4] .
In the Landau-Ginzburg formulation it is necessary first to determine an expression for the free energy F(T ) in both phases. In the following the subscript 1 will refer to the lower-temperature (condensed) phase, and 2 to the higher-temperature (uncondensed or normal) phase. In the uncondensed phase, a quadratic form for the energy, which follows from a low-temperature Fermi gas, is used as an approximation of a normal Fermi liquid,
where a 2 and k 2 are constants. From the relations for the specific-heat terms of E and the entropy S,
one obtains the entropy in the uncondensed phase,
where C 2 is an unknown integration constant which later cancels out of the calculation. From eqs. (5) and (7) the free energy in the uncondensed phase is given by
The free energy in the condensed phase is obtained from the Landau expansion [4] for the free energy in terms of an order parameter η which goes to zero at the transition to the uncondensed phase. This order parameter vanishes at a critical temperature T c . The free energy expansion to order η 4 is F 1 (T, η) = F 2 + Aη 2 + Bη 4 .
Here A and B are functions of temperature and it is assumed that the states with η = 0 and η = 0 are of different symmetry. In this case it can be shown that the linear term in η must be set equal to zero and if the critical point is
